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A B S T R A C T

It is known that musicians compared to non-musicians have some superior speech and language competence, yet
the mechanisms how musical training leads to this advantage are not well specified.

This event-related fMRI study confirmed that musicians outperformed non-musicians in processing not only
of musical tones but also syllables and identified a network differentiating musicians from non-musicians during
processing of linguistic sounds.

Within this network, the activation of bilateral superior temporal gyrus was shared with all subjects during
processing of the acoustically well-matched musical and linguistic sounds, and with the activation distinguishing
tones with a complex harmonic spectrum (bowed tone) from a simpler one (plucked tone). These results confirm
that better speech processing in musicians relies on improved cross-domain spectral analysis.

Activation of left posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS), premotor cortex, inferior frontal and fusiform
gyrus (FG) also distinguishing musicians from non-musicians during syllable processing overlapped with the
activation segregating linguistic from musical sounds in all subjects. Since these brain-regions were not involved
during tone processing in non-musicians, they could code for functions which are specialized for speech.
Musicians recruited pSTS and FG during tone processing, thus these speech-specialized brain-areas processed
musical sounds in the presence of musical training.

This study shows that the linguistic advantage of musicians is linked not only to improved cross-domain
spectral analysis, but also to the functional adaptation of brain resources that are specialized for speech, but
accessible to the domain of music in the presence of musical training.

1. Introduction

Numerous studies have found that musicians in comparison to non-
musicians have not only superior competence in music but also in
several linguistic areas. Among others, a clear causality has been shown
between musical training and enhanced pre-attentive discrimination of
speech [1], phonological awareness, and pitch discrimination in speech
[2] as well as more efficient word discrimination [3], lexical knowledge
[4,5], naming [6], writing and reading [2–4,6–8] and second language
pronunciation accuracy [9]. Moreover, musical training improves (or
positively correlates) with better speech perception [10–12], prosody
[13], and language comprehension in noise [14]. However, musical

training does not improve semantic processing [15]. It does facilitate
the acquisition of long-distance syntactic dependencies, but not of local
syntactic dependencies [16].

The superiority of musicians in the language domain is, therefore,
not in general language skills, but, as far as is known, restricted to
specific linguisticsub-domains. It has been proposed that linguistic ad-
vantage in musicians is related to increased auditory competence, e.g.
the ability to process the rapid spectro-temporal changes of speech
sounds, and the ability to construct stable phonological representations
[16–19]. Likewise, there is also some evidence that linguistic skills
improve musical skills. Speaking Mandarin (a tonal language) can help
an individual acquire absolute pitch and sensitivity of interval distances
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[20,21], and language expertise modulates brain activity in fronto-
parietal regions involved in the top-down regulation of auditory func-
tions associated with more proficient tone processing [22]. The link
between auditory competence and higher-level linguistic skills, like
reading, is well-acknowledged [5,23,24]. The neural representation of
essential sound elements are impaired in subjects with difficulties in
language processing and reading [17,18,25–27] whereas they are en-
hanced in musicians.

Musicians spend many years practicing and acoustically training
themselves, and therefore it is not surprising to see an increase in their
musical skills. But how do musicians transfer their superior musical
competence to another domain?

The most common explanation is that musicians do not really
transfer music training effects to the language domain, rather musical
training positively shapes processing of both domains at the same time
[28–31]. Under this hypothesis, the parallel improvement of both mu-
sical and linguistic skills is mediated by shared cortical and subcortical
resources, functionally related to cross-domain computations, as re-
flected by the large overlap shown in several neuropsychological and
functional brain imaging studies in non-musicians during processing of
both domains. This shared anatomical framework between music and
language was shown for the fine-grained auditory skills pitch, timing
and timbre [11,32–36] that are the basic components into which any
sound that reaches the human ear (including music or speech) can be
broken down, and that music and speech use to convey information
[27]. Large overlap between both domains was evident also for the
memory and attention processes related to language skills [14,36,37]
and for the ability to integrate discrete acoustic events into a coherent
perceptual stream according to specific syntactic rules [38–40]. Based
on these results it could be argued that, through years of musical
practice, musicians in comparison to non-musicians have developed an
increased sensitivity to the acoustic features and the cognitive compe-
tence common to both domains of music and language, leading to more
efficient processing of music, speech and language.

Until now, studies comparing behavioral and fMRI data in musi-
cians versus non-musicians are scarce and predominantly relate to
music processing only. In these studies, musicians show stronger acti-
vation of widespread cortical brain regions [41–45], some of them
specifically linked to music processing, as the right anterior superior
temporal gyrus [44], others also involved in language processing [45].
Magnetoencephalography and electroencephalography (EEG) methods
provided evidence that the advantage in musicians during speech per-
ception may be related to the more efficient processing of cross-domain
auditory character traits such as pitch [30,32], and most importantly to
spectral and temporal features of musical and linguistic sounds
[10,12,27,33,45]. In line with this, Patel [31] proposes the OPERA
hypothesis, according to which music-driven adaptive plasticity in the
language network occurs when five essential conditions are met: ana-
tomical overlap (O) in the brain networks that process both domains,
precision of processing (P), emotion (E), repetition (R) and attention
(A).

Therefore, more recently, a second explanation postulated that su-
perior language-related functions in musicians could be also directly
related to the functional adaptation of the speech-specialized network.
Price et al. [47] suggested that speech-specific processing emerges at
the level of functional connectivity among distributed brain regions,
each of which participates in processes that are engaged by both speech
and non-speech tasks. Thus, it might be possible that brain regions
segregating speech from music processing, when not directly involved
in processing a specific musical task, are accessible to the domain of
music and can be modulated by musical training. In other words, mu-
sicians could benefit not only from cross-domain competence but also
from enhanced speech-specialized skills due to a functional plasticity of
the language-specialized network. In this case, it would indeed be ap-
propriate to speak of transfer of training effects from the music domain
to the language domain [27]. However, up to now, evidence in favor of

this account is very few and is limited to the clinical observation that
experience in music facilitates not only domain-general but also do-
main- specific processing in language. The fact that musicians are better
in segmental processing of a non-native language [48] is an example of
transfer as defined in this framework. One recent study investigated
speech perception in musicians and proposed that musical training
improves speech perception due to more stable phoneme representa-
tions [19]. However, as the authors did not compare the speech domain
with the music domain, their data cannot explain how music processing
interacts with speech processing.

The identification of the relative contribution of these two proposed
mechanisms explaining superior linguistic competence in musicians
was the main goal of this event-related fMRI study. It focused on speech
and music processing in subjects with and subjects without musical
expertise to investigate whether the linguistic advantage in musicians
may be related to functional plasticity of cross-domain brain regions
(hypothesis1), and/or to the strengthening of functions that are char-
acteristic for speech and language, due to the functional plasticity of
brain areas that are part of the neuronal network specialized for lan-
guage (hypothesis 2).

It is well known that standard hemodynamic functional imaging
techniques cannot distinguish between same neuronal populations, or
different, functionally independent, neuronal populations. In fMRI, the
best design to assess context insensitive activation in a series of cog-
nitive subtractions is the conjunction analysis, as it can identify areas
activated equally by diverse tasks in different groups [49–51].

For evidence of hypothesis 1, areas activated more strongly in
musicians than in non-musicians during processing of stimuli belonging
to the speech domain should overlap with the same brain areas acti-
vated by processing of musical stimuli, independently from musical
skills and training. Evidence in support of hypothesis 2 would be the
finding that the areas activated more strongly in musicians than in non-
musicians during processing of stimuli belonging to the speech domain
overlap with speech specialized brain-regions.

This is the first study to directly test these hypotheses by comparing
subjects with and without musical expertise using well-matched mu-
sical and linguistic stimuli

This event-related fMRI study compared musicians and non-musi-
cians during the same linguistic and musical semantically neutral task,
which can be performed easily also by people without musical training.
More specifically, during scanning subjects performed an oddball
paradigm where they had to attentively listen to the syllables /ba/, /ga/
, /da/ and to a bowed or a plucked violin tone. In order to measure
behavioral performance and to ensure auditive attention (Fig. 1), sub-
jects had to detect the rare predefined targets: a syllable /pa/ and the
piano tone, respectively. As in another study [28], the choice of stimuli
in this experiment was dictated by the fact that they engage a similar
frequency range and are clearly recognized as "music" for tones and
"speech" for syllables. These syllables and tones were acoustically well-
matched (Fig. 1) and are perceived as a single musical and linguistic
sound [52,53], affording us a unique opportunity for investigating the
case for the cross-domain hypothesis (H1).

Despite the established common features of our musical and speech
stimuli, however, differences between them do exist. Syllables are
considered a fundamental phonological building block of morpheme
and words of every language (despite the great differences in the
phonetic inventories between languages) [54,55]. At a functional level,
speech processing is dependent on the precise temporal arrangement of
spectro-temporal features, such as formant transitions or VOT (Voice
onset), more than on other acoustic signals [56,57]. Moreover, a range
of studies suggests that speech perception not only activates auditory
cortex, but can engage motor cortex [58–62]. Active listening to speech
in discrimination tasks was shown to recruit motor speech brain regions
[60,64]; and articulation of syllables produces activity in posterior
auditory areas, even when sound input is masked [65]. More recently,
Elmer et al. 2017 showed that the recruitment of the left prefrontal
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regions is dependent on the temporal integrity of the speech signal
decoded in the temporal cortex, and that it correlates with speech su-
periority through a more efficiently engaging of sound-to-motor map-
ping mechanism [66]. Thus, the integration of sensory-related and top-
down information facilitates speech perception [58,66]. Auditor-
y–motor interactions are also discussed to be relevant also for music
perception in general [67], but until now there is no evidence of the
relevance for musical tone perception. Therefore, the choice of these
elementary units of speech and music allowed us to identify the overlap
and the difference of the basic elements of universal linguistic and
musical processing. Since there is a growing body of literature showing
that the optimization of the auditory system in musicians leads to a
finer-grained acoustic resolution in response to a variety of musical
items, but that it also promotes other aspects of auditory processing, we
needed to verify a superiority in musicians compared to non-musicians
for detecting not only musical but also linguistic targets, as was already
shown using very similar stimuli to ours by Musacchia et al. (2006)
[28]. Comparing fMRI data from musicians to non-musicians during
processing of elementary linguistic and musical units would allow us to
identify the anatomical framework associated with the linguistic ad-
vantage in musicians. According to the first hypothesis, the use of the
conjunction analysis would then identify to what extent brain activa-
tion in musicians in comparison to non-musicians during speech stimuli
shared cross-domain resources, for instance related to spectral analysis.
Considering that the bowed and plucked tones differ in the amplitude of
their relative formants (Fig. 1), the conjunction analysis of musicians
and non-musicians for the comparison between both tones would detect
the brain regions functionally related to spectral analysis, in-
dependently of musical training. Most importantly, the conjunction
analysis of first, the speech-related brain activation in musicians com-
pared to non-musicians, and second, the speech-specific brain regions
could find evidence for the second hypothesis, i.e. that better and faster
syllable processing in musicians involves speech-specialized brain re-
gions

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Subjects

In this fMRI study 15 subjects with professional musical training
(“musicians”) and 15 subjects without musical training (“non-musi-
cians”) were tested. Musicians (4 string players and 6 keyboard players,
and 5 who played both strings and keyboard, 7 females, mean age:
23.66, range 19–33 years, education mean 16.3, range 13–22 years)
had started their instrumental training at about 5 years of age (mean
5.13 years, range 3–6 years) and had continued with high practice in-
tensity up to the present day with an average of 18.4 years of training.
At the time of the experiment they were engaged in musical activities
for an average of 14.06 h per week (range 6−30 hours/week). Non-
musicians (8 females, mean age: 25.4 years, range: 20–31 years, edu-
cation mean: 16.6, range: 13–19 years) had never participated in any
extra-curricular music lessons or performances. History of music
training was assessed by an in-house questionnaire that was specifically
designed to evaluate the age of onset of music training, the instruments
played, the number of years of music training, and the estimated
number of training hours per day/week.

The two groups did not differ with respect to age (t (30) = −1.867,
p>0.10) [58], gender (x² (1) = 0.133, p>0.50) [59] or years of
formal education (t (30) = −0.506, p>0.50) [60].

All subjects were German native speakers, monolingual and right
handed as assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory [68]. They
were undergraduate students at, or recent graduates of the faculty of
music or medicine Albert Ludwig University of Freiburg. All had normal
hearing (5 dB pure-tone thresholds from 500 to 4000 Hz), and had no
history of neurological or learning disorders. Furthermore, all subjects
completed a form assessing habits and skills in language and music, and
reported their feedback on the fMRI experiment (see supplementary
materials).

The local ethics committee approved the study and subjects gave
written informed consent.

Fig. 1. Study design.
The stimuli consisted of linguistic and musical tokens relating to different phonetic and timbral categories: “plucked” and “bowed” violin tones were the non-target
musical stimuli, and a piano tone was the target stimulus; the syllables /ba/, /ga/ and /da/ were the non-target speech stimuli and the syllable /pa/ was the target
stimulus. For each stimulus, the respective oscillogram is displayed (above), presenting the waveform and amplitude of the sound (y-axis) over time (x-axis), as well
as the spectrogram (below), consisting of a plot of the sound frequency (y-axis) over time (x-axis). The blue line in the spectrogram represents the course of the
fundamental frequency (pitch contour), the red line represents the formants determined by PRAAT. The range of the frequencies of the harmonics H2–H5 are the
same for all syllables and tones, while the relative amplitude and duration of these components, the pitch contour and the voice onset time differ. More specifically,
for plucked tones, the high harmonics faded away quickly, leaving only the fundamental and some weak lower harmonics. The bowed tone maintained the rich
harmonic spectrum over time. Subjects –musicians and non-musicians - were instructed to attentively listen to all stimuli and to detect the target stimuli pressing a
button with their left hand, while refraining from doing so during the non-target stimuli.
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2.2. Task and stimuli

During scanning, participants were instructed to listen attentively to
all musical and linguistic stimuli and to press a button placed beneath
their left forefinger as soon as they recognized a target stimulus.

The linguistic tokens consisted of two repetitions of a consonant-
vowel (CV) syllable, resulting in the structure /CV-CV/ and re-
presenting different phonetic categories: /ba/-/ba/, /da/-/da/ and
/ga/-/ga/ were the non-target stimuli, while /pa/-/pa/ was the target
stimulus. The musical tokens consisted of two repetitions of the same
tone, resulting in an identical stimulus structure to the speech stimuli.
The two non-target music stimuli were the G2 tone (European term) of
a violin being bowed (/G2b/-/G2b/) and the same tone being plucked
(/G2p/-/G2p/), the target stimulus was the G2 key of a piano being
played (/G2pi/-/G2pi/). Both linguistic and musical tokens relate to
different phonetic and timbral categories. Speech and music sounds
were 500 ms in duration and similar to each other in envelope and
spectral characteristics. As displayed in the spectrograms of each sti-
mulus in Fig. 1, the range of the frequencies of harmonics H2–H5 were
the same for speech and music stimuli (75−5000 Hz), although the
relative amplitude of these components differed. More specifically, in
plucked tones, the high harmonics faded away quickly, leaving only the
fundamental and some weak lower harmonics. The bowed tone main-
tained its rich harmonic spectrum over time (for more details, see
supplementary material).

All verbal stimuli (total of 191) were recorded beforehand and
spoken by the same woman. The musical stimuli (total of 191) were
generated on regular wooden instruments. The auditory stimuli were
recorded and digitized at a professional recording studio in Freiburg i.
Br., Germany. Target stimuli occurred with 19 % as in most of the
oddball paradigms [28] to keep executive demands as low as possible,
whilst ensuring that participants remained alert and attentive.

Stimulus presentation was pseudo-randomized according to sti-
mulus category (target speech, target music, non-target speech, non-
target music) in an event-related design. The inter-stimulus interval
(ISI) varied in a pseudo-randomized manner from 3000 to 6000 ms,
with shorter ISI between stimuli of the same category and longer ISI
between stimuli of different categories.

2.3. Procedure

Before scanning, participants completed a short off-line trial of the
experiment to ensure correct identification of the stimuli and under-
standing of the experimental tasks. The subjects were then placed in the
scanner and equipped with auditory fMRI-compatible soundproof
headphones (NordicNeuroLab AS, Bergen, Norway). The fMRI session
lasted 14 min, during which participants lay in supine position and
looked at a black screen via a mirror attached to the head coil. Two
other sessions not relevant to this publication succeeded this auditory
experiment before the measurement of anatomical MRI images con-
cluded the experiment.

2.4. Image acquisition

The MRI measurements were conducted with a Siemens 3 Tesla TIM
TRIO scanner using a Tx/Rx CP Head Coil (Siemens AG, Erlangen,
Germany) in the University Hospital Freiburg. Stimuli were delivered
by Presentation® (Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc.). Functional images
were acquired using a BOLD-sensitive T2*-weighted multi-slice echo-
planar imaging sequence (40 axial slices, thickness 2.4 mm, TR =2640
ms; TE =30 ms; flip angle = 75°; matrix size 64 × 64 pixels; voxel size
2.4 × 2.4 × 2.4 mm, interleaved acquisition of odd and even slices).
We did not achieve full brain coverage, as the field of view was posi-
tioned to include the brainstem. Reaction time data were registered by
Presentation® software and saved as log-files. Anatomical images were
measured in a high-resolution T1-weighted sequence (176 sagittal

slices, thickness 1 mm, TR =2200 ms; TE =2.15 ms; flip angle = 12°;
voxel size 1 × 1 × 1 mm). All images were corrected online for
movement and distortion [69,70].

2.5. Data analysis

2.5.1. Behavioral data
All behavioral data were analyzed with IBM® SPSS Statistics 18.

Reaction time was analyzed with dependent t-tests for within-group
comparison of speech and music reaction times (RT), and a mixed de-
sign repeated measures ANOVA for between-group RT. One musician
had to be excluded from the analysis of the RT data, as he was the first
who was tested and received imprecise information on the task.
Accuracy data were split into percent of correct reactions to target
(button press, “correct positive responses”) and non-target (no button
press, “correct negative responses”) conditions. False alarms were also
detected.

2.5.2. MRI data
MRI data were analyzed using “Statistical Parametric Mapping”

(SPM8; Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, University College of
London, Great Britain). The first five scans of each fMRI session were
dummy scans required for MR equilibration and therefore excluded
from the analysis.

To correct for different acquisition time within each TR, slice-time
correction was performed on the middle slice. Co-registration of func-
tional (T2*-weighted) and anatomical (T1-weighted) scans was then
performed to allow mapping of the images onto a T1-template, followed
by normalization into stereotaxic space (template provided by the
Montréal Neurological Institute (MNI)). Lastly, smoothing with an 8-
mm full width at half maximum Gaussian kernel was applied to achieve
higher signal-to-noise ratios.

The aim of the fMRI analysis was to identify whether linguistic
advantage in musicians is associated with an increased activation of
cross-domain brain regions, for instance of brain region functionally
related to broad spectral analysis (hypothesis 1) and/or speech-spe-
cialized brain regions (hypothesis 2). Cross-domain brain regions are
the regions shared by processing of all musical and linguistic tokens,
while the brain regions functionally related to spectral analysis were
revealed contrasting the bowed tone with a rich harmonic spectrum
with the plucked tone with weak lower harmonics. Speech-specialized
brain regions were identified contrasting linguistic with musical tokens.

In the first level analysis, we estimated the baseline contrasts for
speech and music non-target conditions, i.e. the contrasts non-target
linguistic tokens and non-target musical tokens against implicit base-
line. We also calculated the differential contrasts: bowed tone>
plucked tones and linguistic>musical tokens.

In the second level analysis, we used two-sample t-tests to contrast
speech or music processing in musicians versus non-musicians to
identify the anatomical framework/ associated with linguistic ad-
vantage in musicians.

Overlap of brain activation was identified using the null-conjunc-
tion analysis [49,51] within the two sample t-tests when two factors
were paired and with the full-factorial analysis when more than two
factors were included [49,50].

According to hypotheses1, we performed a full-factorial analysis
including all non-target conditions (i.e. linguistic and musical tokens in
musicians and non-musicians) and calculated the conjunction of first,
the contrast linguistic tokens in musicians> non-musicians - which
identified, as mentioned, the specific activation in musicians during
speech processing - and second, the baseline contrast of all the linguistic
and musical non-target tokens in musicians and non-musicians, as their
conjunction identified the cross-domain network. The brain regions
functionally related to spectral analysis in both groups were identified
using the conjunction of the contrasts bowed>plucked in both groups.
Within this contrast we calculated also the difference between
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musicians and non-musicians. The overlap of the contrast bowed>
plucked in non-musicians with the contrast linguistic tokens in musi-
cians> non-musicians was calculated within a conjunction of both
contrasts within a two-sample t-test. This conjunction identified the
brain regions within the distinctive network for syllables in musicians
that were shared with the network for spectral analysis.

According to hypothesis 2, we calculated the conjunction of the
contrast linguistic tokens in musicians> non-musicians and the con-
trast linguistic>musical tokens in both groups. This conjunction
identified the speech-specific specific brain regions in both groups. Note
that performing this last contrast should not necessarily identify brain
regions that are not involved in music, i.e., these brain regions were not
necessarily speech-unique. The within-subjects analysis shows if these
brain regions are uniquely activated in speech or if they are involved
also in music but with lesser significance than in speech. It would be
possible that brain regions segregating linguistic from musical proces-
sing, even if not generally involved in processing bowed and plucked
tones, are accessible to the domain of music and can be modulated by
musical training. In this case, these brain regions should show sig-
nificant activation during tone processing in musicians. Therefore, we
performed a conjunction analysis of the contrast linguistic tokens in
musicians> non-musicians with the baseline contrast tone processing
in musicians.

For all conjunction analyses, statistical threshold at peak-level was
set at p<0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons (FWE corrected). In
the supplementary-figure2 we also report the contrast tone processing
in musicians> non-musicians at uncorrected level for multiple com-
parisons (p<0.001), in order to show that some activation that were
highly significantly related to speech-processing were actually not
speech-unique.

3. Results

3.1. Behavioral results

The 2 × 2 ANOVA including all factors (subjects: musicians and
non-musicians, domains: music and speech) showed that reaction time
(RT) for tones was significantly shorter than for syllables F (1, 30) =
6.812, p = 0.011 (Fig. 2). Between groups, ANOVA showed that mu-
sicians had significantly shorter overall RT than non-musicians, F (1,
30) = 7.445, p = 0.011 (Fig. 2). Musicians were faster than non-mu-
sicians in the speech domain (t(30) = 2,44, p = 0.022) and in the
music domain (t(30) = 2.799, p = 0.009).

Regarding accuracy, musicians had significantly more correct po-
sitive responses across domains than non-musicians, H (1) = 4.444, p
= 0.035, while the groups did not differ in correct negative responses,

H (1) = 0.659, p = 0.417.
The mean of false alarm rate was very low: in musicians 0.005

(standard deviation (sd) 0.009, range 0.0−0.0100) for the target tone,
0.0007 (sd 0.002, range 0.0−0.0109) for the target syllable; in non-
musicians 0.005 (sd 0.01, range 0.0−0.04) for the target tone and
0.006 (sd 0.01, range 0.0−0.03) for the target syllable.

3.2. MRI results

3.2.1. Linguistic and musical processing in musicians and non-musicians
Fig. 3 and Tables 1A and 1B show the results of the one-sample t-

tests in musicians and non-musicians for processing linguistic (A) and
musical (B) sounds. Musicians activated the same regions as non-mu-
sicians (Tables 1A and 1B) including bilateral Heschl’s gyrus (HG) and
the superior temporal gyrus (STG) for both domains, the left posterior
superior temporal sulcus (STSp) and the fusiform gyrus (FG) as well as
the bilateral cerebellum for syllables and left rolandic operculum for
tones. Moreover, musicians additionally activated the left premotor
cortex (PMC), the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) and the right anterior
superior temporal gyrus (STGa) for syllable processing and the left
STGa, the posterior superior temporal sulcus (STSp), FG and cerebellum
for tone processing.

3.2.2. The brain signature of syllable and tone perception in musicians
Musicians showed stronger activation in the syllable condition than

non-musicians in bilateral superior temporal lobe, including HG, STG
and left pSTS, the primary and secondary visual cortex, FG and superior
cerebellum (lobule VI) as well as the left PMC and IFG (pars oper-
cularis) (Fig. 3, Tables 1A and 1B).

Comparing musicians with non-musicians during processing of
musical tokens, they activated more strongly left Heschl’s gyrus, the
STG, the bilateral primary visual cortex and the right rolandic oper-
culum (Tables 1A and 1B). Supplementary-figure 2 shows the activation
identified by the same comparison (tones in musicians> non-musi-
cians) with a lower significance (at p<0.001 uncorrected): during tone
processing musicians activated more than non-musicians the same
brain regions that a) they involved more than non-musicians during
syllable processing and b) that both groups activated more during lin-
guistic tokens than during musical tokens processing.

Hypothesis 1: Overlap between the distinctive brain network for
syllable processing in musicians and cross-domain brain resources

The conjunction of the contrast linguistic tokens in musicians>
non-musicians and the contrasts linguistic and musical tokens in mu-
sicians and non-musicians identified in left STG 1–2, STGp and right
STG the cross-domain brain regions, as they were activated on one hand
more strongly in musicians than in non-musicians during syllable

Fig. 2. Superior linguistic and musical competence in musicians.
Musicians were faster in detecting linguistic (red) and music (green) targets in comparison to non-musicians (p = 0.022 and p = 0.009, respectively). Detecting tone
targets was faster than detecting syllable targets (p = 0.01) in musicians and in both groups (p = 0.011). Accuracy: both groups performed the tasks almost perfectly.
Nevertheless, musicians showed better performance when comparing the whole sample (blue) (p = 0.035). * = p<0.05, ** = p<0.01. Error bars denote±1
standard deviation.
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processing and on the other hand were significantly involved also
during tone processing in subjects with and without musical training
(Fig. 3 blue, Table 3A).

The conjunction of the contrast linguistic tokens in musicians>
non-musicians and the contrast “bowed”> “plucked” in non-musicians
showed an overlap in diverse parts of bilateral STG (Fig. 3 yellow,
Table 3B). Note that we did not find a difference between the two

groups during comparing “bowed”> “plucked” tones, rather a large
overlap (supplementary-figure2, yellow).

Hypothesis 2: Overlap between the distinctive brain network during
syllable processing in musicians and speech-specific brain resources

The conjunction of the contrasts linguistic tokens in musicians
versus non-musicians and the contrast linguistic tokens versus musical
tokens in musicians and non-musicians showed a relevant overlap

Fig. 3. Processing of linguistic (A) and musical (B) sounds in musicians and non-musicians.
A. Processing of linguistic sounds in musicians (red) and non-musicians (light blue) involves bilateral STG in both groups. Musicians additionally activate left pre-
rolandic regions. B. Processing of musical sounds in musicians (green) and non-musicians (dark blue) activates bilateral STG and the left pre-rolandic gyrus in both
groups. Activation in left STGa, STSp, FG, and cerebellum are found in musicians only. Coordinates of activation: see table. Abbreviations: FG = fusiform gyrus, HG
= Heschl’s gyrus, IFGop = inferior frontal gyrus pars opercularis, PMC = premotor cortex, Rol. op = rolandic operculum, STG = superior temporal gyrus, STGp =
osterior STG, STGa = anterior STG, STSp = posterior superior temporal sulcus.

Table 1A
Main effect of musicians for processing linguistic and musical tokens. Activation is displayed in Fig. 3.

Main effect musicians a) linguistic tokens b) musical tokens

left hemisphere right hemisphere left hemisphere right hemisphere

Brain regions x y z T x y z T x y z T x y z T
HG −51 −13 7 4.5 48 −22 10 9.2 −51 −13 7 9.2 48 −22 10 8.5

−33 −25 7 7.8 −33 −25 7 7.3
STG 1 −57 −13 7 8.6 51 −4 1 7.8 −57 −13 7 7.8 51 −4 1 5.9

2 −63 −22 7 8.6 −63 −22 7 9.3
3 −60 −13 1 7.8

STGp −60 −40 7 12.1 66 −34 7 9.1 −60 −40 7 7.1 66 −34 7 7.3
57 −28 16 10.3 57 −28 16 10

STGa 51 −4 1 8.4 −57 −1 1 9.3 51 −4 1 8.8
STSp −54 −40 7 9.8 −54 −40 7 5.7
IFGop (44) −57 2 10 7
PMC inferior −60 2 22 7.1
Rol op_p −39 −31 13 8.8 60 5 13 6.8 −39 −25 19 7.5
Rol op_a −54 2 4 7
TPJ 54 −28 19 10.3 54 −28 16 9.1
Lingual G −21 −82 −14 7.3 −21 −85 −11 7.0
FG −27 −76 −14 7.4 24 −85 −11 6.2 −27 −76 −14 6.0
Cerebellum 0 −73 −14 7.2 0 −73 −14 6
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between the areas that were more strongly activated in musicians than
in non-musicians during syllable processing and the areas specialized
for syllable processing in both groups (independent of the musical
training), in bilateral STG and left STSp (Fig. 3, red).

The conjunction of the contrasts linguistic tokens in musicians>
non-musicians and musical tokens processing in musicians showed an
overlap between the distinctive syllable network in musicians and the
network for tone processing in subjects with musical training in bi-
lateral STG, and the left STSp and FG (Fig. 3, green). The summery of
the fMRI-results is displayed in Fig. 4 and Table 4.

4. Discussion

The present study confirms that long-term musical training is

beneficial for the auditory processing of elementary units of language
and music, as musicians were faster and more accurate in the re-
cognition of both musical and linguistic tokens compared to non-mu-
sicians (Fig. 2) [3,10–12,19,28–33]. The novelty of the present study
comes from the fMRI results, showing that this linguistic advantage in
musicians is associated with functional plasticity not only of cross-do-
main brain regions, but also of speech-specialized brain regions. This
may be the key for superior linguistic competence in musicians.

Activation patterns for processing of basic linguistic and musical
units differentiating subjects with musical training from subjects
without musical training, but well balanced on factors known to in-
fluence cognitive functions, like age, gender and years of formal edu-
cation [19], were located in a widespread bilateral network, including
bilateral STG, left STSp, IFG, PMC (Fig. 4A). Within this network, a

Table 1B
Main effect of non-musicians for processing linguistic and musical tokens. Activation is displayed in Fig. 3. Note that activation of left STSp, FG, STG3 during tone
processing was not found also reducing the level of significance at p< 0.001.

Main effect non-musicians a) linguistic tokens b) musical tokens

left hemisphere right hemisphere left hemisphere right hemisphere

Brain regions x y z T x y z T x y z T x y z T
HG −51 −13 7 10 48 −22 10 12.5 −51 −13 7 7.5 48 −22 10 10.5

−33 −25 7 6.7 −33 −25 7 5.5
STG 1 −57 −13 7 7.7 51 −4 1 8.6 −57 −13 7 6.0 51 −4 1 8.1

2 −63 −22 7 11.3 −63 −22 7 7.5
3 −60 −13 1 7.0

STGp −60 −40 7 8.7 66 −22 16 10.5 −60 −40 7 7.0 66 −22 16 10.3
57 −28 16 12.9 57 −28 16 10.9

STGa 51 −4 1 8.6 −57 −1 1 6.9 51 −4 1 8.2
STSp −54 −40 7 6.5
Rol op_p −39 −31 13 9.0 −39 −25 19 6.7
Rol op_a −54 2 4 6.7
TPJ 54 −28 19 10.5 54 −28 16 9.7
Lingual G. −21 −85 −11 6.6
FG −27 −76 −14 6.9 24 −85 −11 7.2
Cerebellum 0 −73 −14 5.7

Table 2
Brain activation distinguishing musicians from non-musicians during processing of linguistic (A) and musical (B) tokens. Abbreviations: see Tables 1A and 1B.

A linguistic tokens musicians > non-musicians

left hemisphere right hemisphere

Brain regions x y z T x y z T
HG −51 −13 7 9 48 −22 10 6.1
STG 1 −57 −13 7 6.7 51 −4 1 6

2 −63 −22 7 6.0 −60 −13 1 6.2
STGp −60 −40 7 9.8 66 −22 13 6
STGa 57 −14 −8 5.8
STSp −54 −40 7 8.1
IFGop −54 −40 7 8.1
PMC inferior −60 2 22 5.8
Rol op_p −39 −31 13 8.8 60 5 13 5.9
TPJ 54 −28 19 5.2
Calcarine G 0 −94 10 5.7 3 −94 10 6.5
Lingual G −21 −82 −14 5.9
FG −27 −76 −14 5.7 24 −85 −11 5.6
Cerebellum −9 −73 −14 7.5 6 −49 −2 6

B linguistic tokens musicians > non-musicians

left hemisphere right hemisphere

Brain regions x y z T x y z T
HG −51 −13 7 6.4 48 −22 10 6.1
STG 1 −57 −13 7 6.7 51 −4 1 6
STGa −57 −1 1 6.4
Rol op_p −54 2 4 6.3 60 5 13 5.9
Lingual G −21 −67 −11 5.6 15 −82 −11 7.5
FG 24 −85 −11 6.0
Cerebellum −9 −70 −11 5.79 6 −49 −2 6.7
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Table 3
Overlap between musicians’ distinctive brain activation during syllable processing and cross-domain brain resource.

Conjunction (Λ) linguistic tokens musicians > non-musicians

a. syllables musicians, non-musicians Λ tones musicians Λ tones non-musicians b. bowed > plucked tones non-musicians

left hemisphere right hemisphere left hemisphere right hemisphere

Brain R. x y z T x y z T x y z T x y z T
Rol op_p −39 −31 13 8.8
HG −51 −13 7 7.3 48 −22 10 6.1 −48 −13 1 6.0
STG 1 −57 −13 7 5.6 54 −19 1 7.8 −57 −13 7 5.6 60 −1 1 6.0

2 −63 −22 7 6 63 −13 4 5.6 −63 −22 10 5.2
STGp −60 −40 −60 5.9
STGa 51 −4 1 7.7

c. syllables > tones musicians
Λ syllables > tones non-musicians

d. tones musicians

left hemisphere right hemisphere left hemisphere right hemisphere
Brain R. x y z T x y z T x y z T x y z T
Rol op_p −39 −31 13 7.8 39 −25 19 5.7
PMC −57 2 10 6.0
HG 54 −25 10 7.0 −51 −13 7 7.3
STG 1 −57 −13 7 5.4 54 −19 1 5.3 −57 −13 7 5.3 48 −28 10 8.1

2 −63 −22 7 6.0 63 −13 4 6.0 −63 −22 10 6.0 60 −1 4 5.4
3 −60 −13 4 7.0 −60 −13 1 7.3

STGp −60 40 16 5.0 63 −28 4 6 −60 40 16 5.0 63 −28 4 5.6
STSp −54 −40 7 5.6 −54 −40 7 5.4
STGa 51 −4 1 5.2
TPJ 54 −28 19 8.3
FG −27 −76 −14 5.3

Fig. 4. The brain signature of processing linguistic sounds in musicians.
A. Result of the contrast syllables musicians (m)>non-musicians (nm) (Table 2) identified the brain signature of processing linguistic sounds in musicians.
B. Results of the conjunction analysis of the contrast linguistic tokens musicians> non-musicians from A and: 1) in blue all conditions and subjects. This conjunction
identified within the distinctive brain regions during syllable processing in musicians (A) the brain regions that are cross-domain and training independent; 2) in
yellow: the contrast bowed>plucked violin tones, showing that let HG, STG1,2 differentiates spectrally different sounds; 3) in red: syllables> tones in musicians
and syllables> tones in non-musicians and musicians. The regions distinguishing musicians from non-musicians during syllable processing (A) overlapped with the
activation that segregated processing of linguistic from musical sounds in all subjects. Note that the cross-domain regions (STG 1–2 and the STGp) are activated
stronger during language than during tone processing, while left PMC, STG2 and STSp are specialized for syllables; 4) in green: the contrast musical tokens in
musicians shows that the left STSp, STG3 and FG, regions that are activated during syllables processing in both groups and stronger in musicians, are significantly
involved during tone processing in musicians only (Fib2B). Thus, the brain signature of processing linguistic sounds in musicians included both cross-domain regions
and regions specialized for speech, but accessible to the domain of music in the presence of musical training.
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series of conjunction analyses identified several brain regions that, ac-
cording to hypothesis 1, were equally involved in both domains, others
that were cross-domain but more strongly used for linguistic than
musical processing, and brain areas that, supporting hypothesis 2, were
speech-specific but accessible to the domain of music as they process
musical sounds in the presence of musical training (Fig. 4, Tables 3 and
4).

The stronger activation of bilateral primary auditory cortex (HG) in
musicians in comparison to non-musicians indicates a greater sensi-
tivity in musicians for basic acoustic cues common to both domains.
This result is in line with previous studies finding that the activity
evoked in primary auditory cortex and the gray matter volume of HG
were larger in musicians than in non-musicians [71,72]. Our data
confirm that musicians involved the same part of bilateral HG activated
in all subjects during processing of both domains more strongly than
non-musicians (Fig. 3B). Since speech and music overlapped, according
to the OPERA hypothesis, the finding of HG specialization may explain
benefits in both music and speech [31]. This finding is also in line with
the fact that this brain region is active during syllable and tone pro-
cessing in humans and monkeys, despite their vastly different experi-
ence with human speech [73]. Our study-design, however, could not
explain which cross-domain acoustic feature was better during pro-
cessing in musicians. Since we did not find a difference of activation,
particularly of the left HG during speech and music processing
(Table 4), this region should code for a factor that is equally involved in
both domains. Several studies identified HG as a specialized brain re-
gion in the auditory cortex that is involved in the representation of
pitch (for review [74]), which was indeed roughly comparable in our
stimuli (Fig. 1).

Improved processing of acoustic features in musicians common to
both domains, however, should not be the only explanation of their
superior linguistic competence, because the brain signature of syllable
processing in musicians involved brain regions whose activation was
specialized for linguistic sounds (Fig. 4, red, supplementary-figure 3A,
tables 2 and 5).

The activation of the bilateral STG and left pSTG distinguishing
musicians from non-musicians during syllable processing overlapped on
the one hand with the activation segregating linguistic from musical
sounds (Fig. 4B, red), on the other hand with the activation during tone
processing (Fig. 4B, blue). Thus, musicians showed enhanced activation
of brain-regions that code for cross-domain functions, but are more
strongly involved during speech processing. Both tone and syllable
perception relies on the analysis of similar (but not the same) spectral
cues [27]. Fig. 1 shows that our linguistic and musical stimuli, although
the range of the frequency of the harmonics H2–H5 is the same (100
Hz–5000 Hz), are characterized by diverse relative amplitude,

amplitude envelope and different voice onset time [61]. Since activa-
tion of the same part of STG differentiated tones with a complex har-
monic spectrum from tones with a simpler spectrum over time (sup-
plementary Fig. 3), we functionally linked these regions to spectral
analysis. In line, higher levels of activity in the bilateral dorsal STG are
observed for sounds with multiple spectral components [75]. Our data
suggest that, although syllables may require stronger brain responses
than violin sounds, the activation of these areas were not exclusive to
speech. Considering previous EEG and multimodal MRI studies that
found a relationship between musical expertise, processing of spectral
features and speech processing performance [35,37,46,75], we propose
that spending countless hours attending to spectrally rich musical
sounds throughout years of musical training stimulated STG brain re-
gions specialized in processing these acoustic features.

Within the brain regions differentiating syllable processing in mu-
sicians from non-musicians, the left STG3, STSp and PMC, whose acti-
vation overlapped with the network segregating processing basic lin-
guistic units from musical tokens independently of the presence of
musical training (Fig. 4B, red), were not involved in processing musical
tones in subjects without musical training (Fig. 3B). Recent studies
using auditory stimuli closely equated with speech with respect to
temporal and spectral acoustic content [76,77] (for further discussion,
see Price et al. [47] have identified the same temporal sub-regions
(STG3 and STSp) as specific for speech sounds. These brain regions,
therefore, should be functionally linked to competencies characteristic
for the language domain, while absent during the processing of musical
sounds in persons without musical training. More specifically, activa-
tion of the left pSTS was found to be crucial for perception of changes in
VOT [11], voice-selective processing [78,79], for phonological proces-
sing [77] and for lexical and non-lexical lip reading [80,81]. Boatman
et al. (1997) [82] reported that the stimulation of one temporal elec-
trode in this region elicited a deficit in syllable discrimination in five
subjects. These data were interpreted as meaning that this area,
therefore, is exclusive for speech. However, some other studies using
stimuli closely matched for rapid temporal acoustic cues, found a sig-
nificant overlap in STG/STS activation for speech and non-speech
sounds [86; for further discussion, see 45]. Our speech stimuli are
characterized by specific F1, F2 and F3 formant transitions indicating
bilabial, alveolar and velar place for the /ba/, /da/ and /ga/ syllables
respectively (see supplementary material). Such formant transitions
were less differentiated in the bowed and plucked tones, explaining a
possible reason of the lack of activation of the STG/STSp regions during
music perception in non-musicians. In contrast, musicians recruited the
speech-specialized left STSp and STG3 for processing of musical sounds
(Fig. 3B). Their function, therefore, should be characteristic for pro-
cessing linguistic sounds, but accessible to the domain of music, and

Table 4
Schematic list of activation.

In the left column, the list of activation distinguishing musicians from non-musicians (m>nm) in the left hemisphere (LH) during syllable processing (Fig. 4A). The
same regions are shared in different conditions as identified by a serial of conjunction analysis (see Fig. 4B and C) and involved in different contrasts (see Tables 1A
and 1B, supplementary-figure 2). * indicates that IFG and FG are significant comparing linguistic versus musical sounds in musicians only (see S-table 1). Note that
during tone processing STG3, STSp and FG are recruited in subjects with musical training, while PMC and IFG are inactive also in musicians.
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may be positively influenced by musical training. According to current
studies, the left STSp could be sensitive to rapid changes in acoustic
frequency [45,86,87]. This aspect is characteristic for speech, but not
unique to it, as music processing also involves processing of rapid
variation of sensory parameters over time. However, since people
without musical training did not recruit this brain region, this aspect
can account for processing tones only in presence of musical training.
Musicians have trained temporal ordering of acoustic events more ex-
tensively than non-musicians, and therefore can better recruit this
function for speech processing, and also use it for processing musical
categories, facilitating their identification and recognition (Fig. 2).

This finding may have important repercussions. It has been dis-
cussed that the ability to track brief, rapidly successive acoustic changes
within the complex acoustic waveform of speech should be crucial in
phonological (and more general than for language) development
[1,6,8,12]. Each language has its own set of phonemes (composed of
complex acoustic spectra) that must be learned from experience and
represented as neural firing patterns in auditory cortex [59,83,84].
Complex neural firing patterns of cell assemblies will become general-
ized to represent the individual phonemes and syllables of a language,
regardless of the specific context or speaker [59]. Some studies suggest
that the inability to process dynamic spectral and/or temporal change
does co-occur in reading deficits observed in children with dyslexia and
language impairments (LLI) [16–18]. Language training incorporating
acoustically modified speech in which rapid spectrotemporal segments
were amplitude-enhanced and extended in duration - as the Fast For-
ward training - can lead to substantial improvements in speech dis-
crimination and language comprehension in children with LLI com-
pared to a well matched control group [85]. Musical training induces
the same positive effect on phonological awareness as a phonological
skills program [1]. We speculate that the finding of an increased acti-
vation of STSp/STG in musicians may explain the association between
musical training and phonological awareness.

Activation of FG in our data was very intriguing, first because it was
significant during processing linguistic sounds in both groups (Figs. 3,
4A). This region is typically inactive during auditory stimulation [86].
However, FG is essential for lip reading [81,86,87] and it can be acti-
vated in a top-down manner during spoken language tasks as an or-
thographic code that can be mobilized when needed to facilitate speech
processing [88]. In agreement with this interpretation, musicians and
non-musicians might use FG as an orthographic code also for facil-
itating syllables processing. Second, musicians activated the same part
of FG during processing of linguistic sounds more strongly than non-
musicians, indicating that the superior ability in musicians to recognize
speech categories can be explained by the stronger recruitment of the
orthographic codes of speech. Considering the close interaction of or-
thographic processing with sub-lexical and phonological processing up
to reading, functional plasticity of this brain region in musicians seems
to be another key aspect for understanding their superior linguistic
competence [16,17,86]. Third, similarly to the left STSp, the same part
of FG processed musical sounds in musicians, but not in non-musicians
(Fig. 3, green, Tables 1A and 1B and supplementary-figure 1,). It has
been shown that increase of activation of the left FG during reading
acquisition occurs only when there is systematic correspondences be-
tween print and speech sounds [88,89] and that the left FG and STSp
work closely together, modulated by experience to recognize a sound
[90]. Thus, this region should code for processes that are accessible to
the domain of music and trainable in subjects with musical expertise.
Dehaene and Cohen proposed that this region is “recycled from a prior
cortical competence for invariant object recognition” [88]. FG is indeed
activated during visually discriminating between exemplars of a parti-
cular category, for instance, faces, letters, and musical notation
[86,91,92]. Thus, the activation in the FG during processing musical
sounds observed in musicians might suggest that musical auditory
processing is mediated by the recoding of visual musical form. Musi-
cians train musical notation over long periods, extensively recruiting

FG, which may explain why musicians use this brain region more than
those without musical training for processing speech as well as music
categories, facilitating their identification and recognition.

Within the brain activation distinguishing musicians from non-
musicians during syllables processing, we found also two left pre-ro-
landic brain regions.

The left IFG (p. opercularis), whose activation was completely ab-
sent in both non-musicians and musicians during tone processing (Fig. 3
table1), was recruited in musicians, but not in non-musicians, for syl-
lable processing (Fig. 3 table1) and segregated in this group linguistic
from music tokens (Table 4, supplementary-table 2). The role of this
region in speech perception was demonstrated in studies with patients
with Broca’s aphasia [60] and with healthy subjects, particularly when
using specific tasks, as the speech-discrimination task or rhyme task,
but not during passively listening to speech sounds [61–64]. It is dis-
cussed, therefore, that its role within speech perception may be related
to sub-lexical phonological processing for facilitating speech
[58,61,64,81], since a syllable is a phonological structure in speech
[55]. Musicians could thus benefit from a more stable and proficient
sub-lexical phonological processing within a very easy task as ours.
According to our results, the identification of musical tones within a
recognition task does not involve tonal rehearsal. Since a virtually an
identical network centered on left IFG and PMC during verbal rehearsal
was also found to be activated during the sub-vocally rehearse of mu-
sical pitches [36]. According to the assumption that speech-specific
processing emerges at the level of functional connectivity, it is possible
that musicians trained tonal rehearsal and thereby improve also verbal
rehearsal [51].

Alternatively, activation of left IFG was linked to verbal working
memory [93]. It is documented that musicians have better verbal
working memory ability than non-musicians [30,37]. However, the
casual link between musical expertise, working memory and speech
processing has not been directly provided. Du and Zatorre [19], showed
that working memory does not play a crucial role in speech perception,
even in the case of ambiguous tasks (as in syllable in noise identifica-
tion task). Finally, some authors, for instance Hansen et al. [94], ob-
served that musical training improves temporal scanning of auditory
stimuli and sub-lexical phonological processing, and this, in turn, might
result in the improved verbal working memory storage capacity in
musicians.

At last, the left PMC was significantly activated in both groups
during processing of linguistic units only, i. e it was not involved in
processing musical tokens, even in musicians (Tables 1A and 1B).
Clearly, musical training also improves skills independently from those
based on musical tone processing. Playing music is a very complex
sensory–motor activity, requiring a precise control over pitch interval
production [67]. Plasticity in the motor network is commonly found in
musicians [95,96]. The syllable is, as mentioned in the introduction, a
co-articulatory structure in speech [55] reflected by the activation of
the left PMC [60–64]. Du and Zatorre [19] documented in musicians a
greater activity in the left PMC and discussed that stronger phoneme
representations in speech premotor cortex may better explain speech
perception in the presence of noise. In our study the activation of the
left PMC was speech-specific and associated with speech perception per
se. The more robust motor phoneme representations in musicians may
generate more accurate articulatory predictions that enhance the top-
down modulation of speech perception, and so facilitating linguistic
processing.

In summary, the present study shows that the faster and more ac-
curate processing of elementary musical and speech units in musicians
in comparison to well-matched non-musicians is related not only to
more refined perception of acoustic stimuli, but also to a more profi-
cient top-down system for speech, articulatory, and orthographic pre-
dictions.

A major question, of course, is whether this more refined perception
is related to a more efficient attentional control system [14]. The state
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of attention, indeed, is known to significantly modulate BOLD response
amplitudes in auditory sensory as well as language-related brain areas
[97]. Since a complete control over the applied attentional resources is
not possible with fMRI, musicians could outperform non-musicians
because through musical training they have learned to pay more at-
tention to the presented sound signals [14,22,97]. In this case, our data
could be interpreted such that learning to pay attention through intense
musical training also improves speech-specific processing. There are,
however, some arguments against the claim that the difference of ac-
tivation between subjects with and without musical training is merely
related to a different state of attention. First, focal auditive attention
related to target detection task is associated with activation of posterior
parietal lobe, areas of the lateral and medial frontal cortex and cingu-
late regions [98]. Accordingly, we did find significant activation of
these brain regions during the detection of targets (supplementary-
figure1) only, however without significant difference between musi-
cians and non-musicians (supplementary results). In line with our re-
sults, Marie et al. showed that during speech tasks, independently of the
direction of attention, the P2 component, which reflects perceptual
processing, was larger in musicians than in non-musicians, while the N1
component that is known to be particularly sensitive to selective at-
tention did not differ between musicians and non-musicians [48].
Moreover, it has been discussed that musical training-induced long-
term modulation of the state of attention may shape auditory cortex
(which indeed showed functional and anatomical adaptation) ex-
plaining the more fine perception in musicians, without the need for
conscious attention [27–30]. According to these data, the musical
training-induced long-term modulation of attention allocated to the
auditory input may be underlay the strengthening of the sensory-re-
lated brain regions within STG that we observed in musicians in com-
parison of non-musicians, but it cannot actually explain how and why
regions as STG4, STSp or FG, whose activation was completely lacking
in non-musicians, are significantly involved in tone processing in mu-
sicians. Therefore, differences in state of auditory attention cannot ex-
plain a large portion of the results reported in the present study.

5. Conclusion

The present study confirms that in line with hypothesis 1, musicians
shape temporal brain regions processing auditory traits common in
both domains, for instance pitch and spectral analysis, and this, in turn,
may allow for a better perception, not only of music but also of speech.
Most importantly, our study showed that musicians in comparison to
non-musicians have increased activation of brain regions segregating
linguistic from musical sounds, giving first evidence for the validity of
hypothesis 2. The superior linguistic competence in musicians are thus
associated with regions that show a functional adaptation of a speech-
specialized network, including auditory brain regions as the left STSp,
which may be sensitive to the analysis of rapid changes in acoustic
frequency, as well as brain regions functionally linked to phonological,
articulatory or orthographic processing, such as left IFG, PMC and FG
respectively. The finding that persons with musical training use regions
for processing musical units that are not primarily recruited for such
purposes (as left STSp and FG), but rather for speech, encourage the
design of novel musical training based on musical hearing and practice
for patients with deficits in processing auditory information, for chil-
dren from low-socioeconomic backgrounds [8] or with developmental
language disorders and dyslexia, but also for stroke patients with
aphasia [16–18].
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